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jade's hair is a dark, blackish-brown, while her eyes are a deep, midnight
blue. her eyes are her greatest asset, as they hold the key to her secret

identity, allowing her to assume any person, and even an animal, at will. her
eyes also reveals her emotions and stress levels: when angry, they turn red;
when scared, they turn pale. some girls aspire to have jade's hair, as it is so

rare to have a full head of hair, while others dream of having jade's eyes.
jade was born in the year 2074, at the peak of the alpha war. she was born

to a soldier, who was captured by the alpha sect. when the alpha sect forces
invaded lighthouse, jade's parents and siblings were killed. because of this
experience, jade developed a large hatred towards the alpha sect. she also

developed a hatred towards her former captors, the ones who killed her
family. jade was raised in a lighthouse by her mother, who wasn't her

biological mother. her mother died when jade was still young and jade felt
lonely and felt she had no one to rely on. she was taken in by a kindly lady
who called herself her "mother", but was actually a domz agent. jade didn't
know that and thought that the lady was her real mother. the lady had an
ulterior motive: she wanted to use jade as a weapon to turn the tide of the
war in the alpha sect's favor. jade was ultimately brainwashed by the lady
and used as a spy by the alpha sect. jade's costumes reflect her character.
in many scenarios, she wears plain, dark-coloured clothes, as she doesn't
want to draw attention to herself. in other scenarios, she dons a particular
costume or uniform. her costumes are well-fitted and tight, as she does not

want to compromise her agility.
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jade is one of the iris
network's most skilled
hackers. she has the
ability to pick up any
computer system and
find the information
she's looking for. her

hacking skills and
abilities are vital to the
iris network, as she is
able to uncover data
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that is vital to the
network's survival.

jade's top weapon is her
da-jo, a combat stick,
which is a nod to her
experiences with the

alpha sect. jade
originally obtained the

da-jo after she was
captured by the alpha

sect. jade had saved the
da-jo from destruction,

having found it in a
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secret room in the
lighthouse. and for our

last but not least, let me
share that jade

international is the
oldest registered

business in the state of
arizona. so it's only

fitting that our
commitment to serving
our customers only just
gets stronger. with the

guidance of our
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leadership, we have
achieved great things in
the past, and with the

help of our hardworking
and dedicated staff, we
will continue to move

forward and strive to be
the best. we are proud

to call ourselves the
people's wine and
spirits. we are jade

international. jade bar
boasts a dynamic
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atmosphere where
guests can enjoy

delicious libations and
irresistible culinary

creations. take pleasure
amidst a shaded patio

featuring an alluring gas
fireplace for those cool

arizona desert evenings,
and enjoy music while
taking in extraordinary

views of paradise valley.
known for its exceptional
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mixology and authentic
backlit jade onyx drink
rail, jade bar tantalizes
guests with a menu of
fun, fresh and delicious

cocktails featuring hand-
selected premium spirits

with farm-fresh local
fruits, herbs, vegetables
and juices. 5ec8ef588b
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